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Summary

In a previous experiment on the stability of
cable-in-conduit superconductors, we sometimes observed
multivalued stability margins, which we attributed to
strong heating-induced transient flows. We proposed a
schematic theory from which we derived a scaling rela-
tion for the limiting current below which the stability
margin is always singlevalued. Measurements at differ-
ent magnetic fields are used to test the scaling with
critical teaperature and resistivity. We also examine
the scaling with heated length and heat pulse duration.
The results of these experiments are given and compared
with theory.

Introduction

In a previous experiment on cable-in-conduit NbTi
superconductor, we observed ch3t the stability nargin
is sometimes multivalued.1 There is an upper stability
nargin of the order of hundreds of millijoules per
cubic centiaeter of conductor, sbove which there can be
no recovery of the conductor. For a range of heat
input lower than this margin, recovery is obtained
within tens of milliseconds after the conductor has
gone normal. At sompvhat lower heat input a second
instability zone appeared. The conductor cannot re-
cover froa these lower values of heat deposition. A
slower drop in the conductor resistive voltage is
observed, which is followed by a turnaround and even
slower quenching of the conductor. Finally, there is
a lower stability margin (on the order of 30-50 nj/cn3)
below which no quenching of the conductor vas observed.
This is accompanied by little resistive voltage during
heat pulse.

Figure 1 is a typical plot of stability margin vs
transport current showing multip.'.e stabilities in a
certain range of current values. Similar curves have
been obtained from stability margin vs helium pressure
plots.1 Plots of stability margin vs imposed heliuc
flow, though different in appearance, also have multiple
stability regions.1

Scaling Relationships

A qualitative model based on the idea that heating
induces local flov was successfully used to explain the
complex multivalued stability margin.1 At the onset of
heat input there is a high conductive hear transfer
from conductor to helium; the surface teaperature
remaining low. After a short while the surface goes
into film boiling (or more precisely for supercritical
helium — a blanketing with lov-density heliua) and the
surface temperature rises. This is responsible for the
low scability margin. The time for the temperature to
takeoff depends on the interfacial heat flux. The
transferred heat causes the heliua in the tube to
undergo a thenaoacoustic vibration. The tine and space
average of the induced velocity turns out to be propor-
tional to the heating rate. Induced flow on the order
of 1-10 m/s is reached for heat input of 100 raj/cra3 or
more. A local heat transfer proportional to the Induced
flow is produced. If this induced heat transfer Is
large enough, the conductor can recover. Since the
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helium inside the cube cannot be replenished in the
tine required for recovery, available heat capacity is
liaicod, which iK'termines the ultimate limit to sta-
bility.

From the nngnet designer's point of view, cine of
the most important points in Fig. 1 is the limiting
current I,, , below which onlv the upper stability

lisa
margin prevails. If we could know hov this currt-nc
scales with various parameter;!, vo can then Jest^n J
conductor to operate below I . and ensure high sta-

lls
bility for the magnet. Based on Che above niodei, a
seaiquantltative theory- has been developed that: re-
sults in a scaling relationship for the limiting curr-
ent density of the conductor J,, as:
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f = volume fraction of metal in the cable space
CO
f =• volume fraction of copper in the netal

critic -"perature of che superconductor
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i copper including magneto-

T, = arab. -•-. he,-. .• temperature
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resistani-.-

T = heat pulse duration

t = heated sone length
D = hydraulic diameter of the void in the cable

space.

The first three factors reflect the balance of heat
transfer and che joule heating of the conductor, with
the heat transfer coefficient derived from induced floi*
governed by che last three factors. (More precisely, D
cane from both groups.) The validity of Eq. (1) can
thus be tested by these two separate groups-

Detail Testing of the Scaling Law

Detail testing of the scaling law given by Eq. (1)
was performed on an experimental setup similar to that
reported in Ref. 1. A single triplex of SbTi strands
was sheathed in a stainless steel tube to form the
internally cooled conductor. Pulse heating was accoa-
plished by passing current through the heater wire
embedded inside the interstice of the triplex. Kith a
fixed external field, transport current, and heliua
pressure and flow, heater pulses of a given duration
were applied to the conductor. The resistive voltage
of the conductor waf monitored to determine whether the
conductor is stable: against the applied heater pulse.

Stability margins of the conductor at different
transport currents were napped to generate a stability
margin AH vs current I curve typified by Fig. 1. To

test the scaling on critical temperature and resis-
tivity, a series of AH vs I curves at different nag-

netic fields was produced. These are shown in Fig. 2.
Multiple stability nargtns are present at every field
value. The data-taking on the high current side of



e ch i-iirvf was a r b i t r a r i l y terminated a tu - r onlv t!ui

Liver scab i L i tv margin was apparent . Hie Ju ta - t ak ing
on the low i: in* rent s ide was terminal *tl when the iu'.iti-i"
power supplv 1 in i t was reached. At .1 lt>. 7-"is (mlar
length the maxit-im heater input was ihout 10») raJ/cm''
for 0 rtarap le length 01 US T\ as -"-iiown.

The i i ra i t inc currents L, . for each l ield fan lie
•* 1 im

o b t a i n e d f r o o F i $ . J . Thev a r c p l o t t e d a g a i n s t B ii\
F i g . 3 f o r t h reo J.i f f e r c n t run conti i t iiVis. 7'fic so I id
curves , which have the torn I (T - X ) - •'I

are drawn to tit tin* J:na Jt B - (1 T. The very ̂ oud
agreement- hero £ives c\M\i idenee in the v.i I iJ i t >• of the
first group factors in Eq. (1).

For different heat pulse Jurat ions, d i fferent
heater power is used to obtain, a given heat input.
Higher heater power at shorter pulse length induces
higher helium flow, ~hus a high stability margin can be
reached no re easi iy. Figure A is a piot of .Ml vs I

at four different heat pulse lengths. The data on the
low current sid^ ngnin represent a heater power supply
1irait. The ! imi tinj> rurrents for the d i f f erent hearer
pulse durations compare favorably with the scaling law
in Fig. >.

Testing was begun with a .̂S-ni**long sample. After
a data set liko thai described above was taken, the
sample was cut short and th^ ends reconnected to the
current-hydraulic junctions. A new set of stabi1itv
data was then taken. This process was repeated until a
minimum sample. Length of 1.5 -1 WJS tested. To il lus-
tratx- the effect of different samnlf lengths, a sta-
bility margin vs samp I o current plot for all the It ninths
tested is shovm in Fig. ̂ . Though al1 curves show
multiple stabilities over some current rar»i;t>, there JS
a vase difference in the be'n * or 01 the upper stabi - ; -
ty inargin. Also sign if leant is the f ac t that the U w ;
stabili ty margin rs essent ial 1 • invariant with samp It*
length. This conf irmts our hvpothesis that the lower
stability margin is due to the conductive transient
heat transfer, which is independent of the v.ir inb le
induced flow.
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w i t h the si-v.uv - -v. i l i . : ; ;jv*-n i\ ,.q. ( ! ' . Iiv-
s t . - ad , thev show a p f r i o d i c b i -hav ior . I h i s .t:-' iri-nt
dis i - r - 'pancv i s suvce-ssi 'ul lv e--:p!.i in»u in >U 1 . .' l - ' £ iw
\ A\i t t h a t 1 hi- nr t 'Si 'n t ex per * me tit was p e r i o rned on
samples ot such s h o r t l e n g t h t h a t a c o u s t i c vave.s m -
I'ITSL1 th« sanp 1 v s e v e r a l t ir.es b e f o r e t h e i.x»'iduvtcr
r e c o v e r s . The s p . n ' o - t i n w a v e r a g e »»i t h e induced r low
for J vti von lu'.it p\il s»i \:o*'S th rough pt-r iud i c pvuks as
t h e sanipU- Uwi^th i s v a r i e j . Th is a l s o - ^ i w s .1 s i m i l a r
but not .is p ron i rit-nt pe r i^d ic it'." in t i n e is IMII be seen
by c a r e f u l ^ - r u t i n v of tho d a t a of Fii;- ' •
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Plots i#f stability nuir̂ in vs iieliurn pre-̂ stire'
showed exactly the same characteristic** as F:^. i.
Al though theritiodviiamicaI ly it mi'̂ ht not bf aiivant-î eotis
(espfc ial 1 v for higher crit icnl :>Tnpernture :"h ,Sn

superconductor^ to operate at louvr pressures. ' the
hiv;h*ir compressibilicy 01" he 1 ium jr tc-wor pressures
lends itpelf to eas ier access to upper stab i11ty mar-
gin. A dramatic contrast >*.in bo seen in Fiq. 7, where
uH is plotted vs I for 5.0-at*ti and 1.0-atn re^is. The

s
limiting current was increased from '-26Q A to 3-t.) A by
dropping Clxe pressure from 5.0 atra to 1.0 a*n. The
much higher "lower'1 stability margin at 1.0 atm indi-
cates a higher transient heat transfer .it tht•* pressure
than at supercritical pressures.'* Ac up to 93"̂  of the
cr it ica I current, a stab i 1 itv •margin of inurlv 200
mJ/em* was observed at 1.0 a cm helium. The extra break
in the curve corresponding to the Z. 3-m— lone, 53nple is
not understood.

A stability margin vs sample current -nan for
different imnosed he 1 ium flows' v i s shown in Fi *. 3.

he '
Inposej helium flow pushes the limit, ing current to
higher and higher values and finally washes out the
boundary between the upper and lower stability margins.
A si ice through the curves at a current that shows
multiple stahilitv at zero flow will result in a .'.H vs
v curve with a smooth .inti font inuous upper .stabi 1 icy
margin above a shrinking instability zone, as was shown
in Rt f . 1.

Fig. 1. A typical stability margin
vz transport current plot.
Multiple stabilities are
apparent.

Fig. 3. Limiting current vs njgnctic
field plot. Scaling curves
arc drawn to fit the Jata at
B = ft.O T.

Fig. 2. Stability irirgin vs trans-
port currents at different
fields.



Larger Conductor Tests

Several other experiments on conductors larger
than a single triplex have .llso been performed. Al-
though they JiJ not generate d.ita .is clem and copious
as that described above, no contradiction to the exist-
ence and fora of the multiple stability ra.irc-.ins .iiui
scaling relationships was observed.

Several attempts were nade to measure the stabili-
ty margin of conductors made of 19 triples strands
similar to those used in the above experiments. Be-
cause of the complexity of bringing out 19 heaters, one
from each of the triplexes, and the high current capa-
city involved [I (6 T) v 10 kA], problems persisted in

c
the current-hydraulic junctions. Leakage, shorted
heaters, and deteriorated current junctions foreshort-
ened the tests. However, on one occasion an upper
stability margin of about 200 ntl/cra3 vas observed at
I = 5300 A, B = 6.0 T with 5 atm of -stagnant helium.

The lower stability margin was found to be 30 mJ/cm3.
The boundary between the upper stable zone and the
lower unstable zone was not pinned down. The observed
upper stability nargin is lou compared to the single
triplex data. This could be the results of hot current
junction and uneven current distributiun of the non-
fully transposed 19 * 3 cable. It was also observed
that a higher stability margin was achieved by using a
fewer number of heaters. This indicated that the
current in the cable redistributed when only some of
the strands went normal, thus reducing the joule
heating.

Another experiment was performed on a i « 3 cable
with a smaller rtrand size (0.72 cm as compared to 1.0
mo in the above experinents). Kith -49X void in a
conduit of 3.66 an ID, it had a hydraulic diameter of
0.90^ mm (as compared to 1.02 nun for the above single
triplex). A single heater wire was cibled inside the
interstice of the four triplexes. The stability mar-
gins vs transport currents at 6 and 7 T are shown in
Fig. 7, Only the upper .stability nargin was observed

tor tins •i.inpli-. I'sing i'q. (I) md riiu",U- triplex
d.it.i, ! lu' '<r a led limiLiim current..-; .lie oOO A .it 7 T md
1030 A .it n T. Both values .in- hi.;lier than the .riti-
i-jl •urri'iits it these fields. Thus no lower stabililv
narqin should hu observed, and none w.is observed.
Similar results were found earlier' in our test of a
mult if il.iment.irv NTb,Sn internally cooieJ superconductor

smaller (1/3 in scale) to that in be
ingho'ise Large Coil Program roil.

•d i n t h e

In K i u s . - i , h . S , . ind 9 , c u r v e s o f 1H , w l i i i h
••"P

represent the available helium heat absorption ir.jp.i-
citv between b.ith tenperature and Hiipenonductor
current-sharing renperaturc In i .'instant pressure
process are drawn for comparison. Upper stability
margins nf this Ragnitude or higher were observed in
various cases. The possibility of the st-ibility mar-
gin being higher than ill y.is accounted for in Re! . 1

on the fact that helium went through a process of
pressure buildup and release.

Conclusion

Scaling relationships of a limiting current below
which there is onlv upper stability margin in .in in-
ternally cooled cable-in-conduit superconductor has
been extensively tested in a single triplex experiment.
/Although not every factor was tested the validity of
the relationships is verified by the tests of factors
in two distinctive groups. The factors in a group are
derived from a iistinct physical phenomenon. The
correctness of lost of the factors in a group ca;: be
used to infer the correctness of the untested factors
in the sane group. The existence and scaling of multi-
valued stability were also tested in several cabled
conductors larger than a single triplex without con-
tradictory results. We have, therefore, concluded that
the relationships developed can be confidently used by
magnet designers.

Fig. 5. Limiting current vs heat
pulse duration. The
scaling line is drawn to
fit the data at : = i.T ns. 3-V

Fig. 4. Stability margin vs trans-
port currents at different
heat pulse durations.

Fig. 6. Stability nargin vs transport
currents at different saaple
lengths.
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Fig. 9. Stability margin vs transport current for
a 4 ' 3 cable conductor.


